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DVPP Stats

● 21 periodicals, magazines and newspapers from 1817 to 1901
● 15548 poems with metadata, page-images and description
● 2181 poems of these are fully transcribed and encoded

All poems in all decade-years (1820, 1830, 1840…) are fully encoded, along with 
a few poems scattered across other years.



Sound in Victorian poetry is variously vocalized, visualized, represented, mediated, and 

embodied in Victorian poetry. And sound in Victorian poetry is also at once material 

(and materialized in voice) as well as transcendent, present and absent, near and far, 

shared and solitary. The frequent figuring of sound as echoic makes these dynamics 

clear, as the repetitive and persistent sonic patterns weave through poetry to ask us 

where the sound is materialized from, and where it’s going. And that sense of echoic 

sound’s restless movement becomes especially important at scale, when we work with 

thousands of Victorian poems that share the various rhythms of ephemeral print culture 

and its soundscape.

Alison Chapman, “The Soundscape of Victorian Poetry,” 2022.



What we encode

Rhyming line-ends and rhyme-schemes (abab…)

Rhyme types (masculine, feminine, dactylic…)

Inline/cross-line sonic devices (anaphora, epistrophe, refrain…)



Rhyme tagging



Dominant rhyme-scheme
   

<div type="poem" rhyme="aabb">

<head>Hymns for the Unenfranchised.</head>

<lg rhyme="aabb">

<l>Who is the Patriot, who is <rhyme type="dvpp:rhymeMasculine" 
label="a">he</rhyme>, </l>

....



Other sonic devices

● sdAnaphora: repeating the first part of a line

● sdEpistrophe: repeating the last part of a line

● sdRefrain: repeating one or more lines (or even a partial line in some cases)

● sdInternal rhyme: rhyme that is not at line-ends

Each of these can be qualified with sdVariant to signify that the repetition is not 
exact.



Anaphora

<lg>
    <l><seg ana="dvpp:sdAnaphora">Enough to</seg>
       garner in the rich man’s store,</l>
    <l><seg ana="dvpp:sdAnaphora">Enough to</seg>
       give the reaper ample hire,</l>
    <l><seg ana="dvpp:sdAnaphora">Enough to</seg>
       feed the meek and patient poor,</l>
    <l><seg ana="dvpp:sdAnaphora dvpp:sdVariant">Enough for</seg>
       every Christian heart’s desire.</l>
</lg>



Epistrophe
   

<l>“ Now we are free, <seg ana="dvpp:sdEpistrophe">now we are 
<rhyme type="dvpp:rhymeMasculine" 
label="b">free</rhyme></seg>,</l>

<l>We seven sisters <seg ana="dvpp:sdEpistrophe 
dvpp:sdVariant">now are <rhyme type="dvpp:rhymeIdentical" 
label="b">free</rhyme></seg>,</l>



What can we do with this encoding now we have it?



1. Stats!





Is the rhyming couplet in decline?

Not so fast.

61 out of 62 “aa”-scheme poems published before 1840 are in a single periodical, 
Blackwoods.

During this period, Blackwoods was a fiercely satirical Tory campaigning 
publication.

Much of the poetry was comical satire full of in-jokes written by a small coterie of 
insiders; the couplet form works well for comic effect.











Stats: pretty but not illuminating

This stuff is tempting but dangerous.

There are too many variables to draw meaningful conclusions.



2. Rhyming dictionary

Rhyming dictionaries are often used in analysis (e.g. Kilner and Fitch 2017).

Historical rhyming dictionaries are encoded as primary sources (e.g. Stein 2017).

But the rhyming dictionaries used or offered are basically prescriptive; they tell us 
what should rhyme. 

With a corpus of encoded rhyme, we could generate a dictionary of what does 
rhyme or what is rhymed by poets during this period. 

“What Rhymes With” is an Oxygen transformation scenario that takes a word as 
input and retrieves all its rhymes from the corpus.



What rhymes with “poet”?

SAME-STANZA RHYMES FOR "poet"

know it  (label = b; pom_3671_the_poet)

know it  (label = j; pom_1859_making_poetry)

know it  (label = s; pom_10187_maga_at_no_45)

show it  (label = u; pom_11948_a_forced_recruit_at_solferino)

throw it  (label = e; pom_13766_sop_and_the_philosopher)



What rhymes with “charm”?

SAME-STANZA RHYMES FOR "charm" (selection)

arm  (label = b1; pom_2016_the_two_margarets_iimargaret)
dis | arm  (label = b; pom_4781_to_woman_from_the_above)
farm  (label = b; pom_7250_the_delaying_spring)
harm  (label = b; pom_7250_the_delaying_spring)
form  (label = q1; pom_8535_the_wile_of_juno_iliad_14_line)
per | form  (label = q1; pom_8535_the_wile_of_juno_iliad_14_line)
storm  (label = d; pom_7242_shetland)
warm  (label = f; pom_9918_epitaph_on_dyonisia)

SAME POEM BUT DIFFERENT STANZA RHYMES FOR "charm"

dis | arm  (label = b1; pom_2016_the_two_margarets_iimargaret)
harm  (label = b1; pom_2016_the_two_margarets_iimargaret)
warm  (label = r; pom_363_winter)



But can we actually build a conventional rhyming dictionary this way?

river →

ever →

stronger →

lower →

flower →

pour → …



3. Form and genre detection

What do you call a poem with one stanza and this rhyme-scheme?

                                     ababcdcdefefgg



However…

Among the 28 encoded poems in our collection which actually have the word “Sonnet” in 
the title, there are 19 different rhyme-schemes.

Among the 233 encoded poems which consist of a single 14-line stanza, there are 96 
distinct rhyme-schemes.

Same rhyme-scheme?

         ababcdcdefefgg

         ababcdcdaeaeff

Life is, as usual, more complicated that we would wish.



We can auto-detect some stanza forms:

● Couplet
○ Heroic couplet
○ Split couplet
○ Open couplet
○ Closed couplet

● Tercet
● Quatrain  

○ English quatrain  
○ Ballad quatrain  
○ Quatrain in couplets  
○ Hymn common meter  
○ Tennysonian quatrain

● Quintain
….



Detecting genre

Notoriously tricky, but the combination of form, sonic devices, and metadata will 
certainly be useful when suggesting genre and potentially catching erroneous 
genre assignments.



4. (My favourite): Bad poetry

Lots of the poetry in the collection is quite bad.

Its badness is often obvious to the reader.

Some of it is “so bad it’s good” (Alison Chapman).

But what makes it bad?







Features of bad poetry may include:

● rigidly formulaic structure
● little to no variation in rhyme pattern and type
● excessive use of anaphora, epistrophe and other echoic features
● limited vocabulary with lots of repetition

These are features we can discover programmatically.



Promises, promises…

In our grant application, we said we would

“... demonstrate how quantitative analysis of literary texts challenges traditional 
literary history by giving evidence of literary change over time (e.g. rhyme 
innovations, types of authorship, genre trends, changes to publication practices) 
that will be investigated with digital tools and presented as graphs, network maps, 
and other visualizations.”



In the meantime…

The most important thing is to surface this encoding for end-users and readers.

Make it visible.

Make it obvious.

Make it usable.









Data for download

On our Text analysis page, we provide statistical data in spreadsheet form, along 
with metadata and plain-text versions of the poetry, so it’s easy for end-users to 
run their own analyses.

The XML is also in a public repo (hcmc.uvic.ca/svn/dvpp) for anyone who would 
like to use XPath/XQuery/XSLT for analysis purposes. 



Conclusions

In our collection, sonic device encoding does not in itself generate research 
questions, or reveal genuine trends or patterns. 

However, it does provide very useful input factors for analysis in the service of 
very specific and clearly-defined research questions.

So surfacing the encoding in multiple ways so that any researcher can make use 
of it is crucial.

And the act of doing the encoding itself helps us define and refine our terms and 
our understanding of how sound works in this poetry collection.
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